Good afternoon, my name is Aubrey-Ann Gilmore and I am with the Texas
Department of Agriculture as a Program Specialist in the TxCDBG program.
Specifically, I work with the Texas Capital Fund Programs we’ll be discussing
today.
I want to thank you all for joining me for the 2019 Texas Capital Fund Infrastructure
and Real Estate Program Application Webinar. As we get started, just quick
reminder to please mute all lines at this time. If you have any questions, feel free to
use the Instant Messenger feature or ask during the questions portion following the
presentation.
Let’s get started!
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Today we will start with an overview of Texas’ Community Development Block
Grant program or CDBG for short.
Next, we’ll discuss the economic development programs available under CDBG,
which fall under the Texas Capital Fund umbrella.
Then, we’ll highlight recent updates and changes to the Infrastructure/RE program
cover the scoring metrics used to make awards,
And finally review application requirements and necessary attachments.
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Here are a few highlights of our program…
Larger cities and counties receive their funding directly from the Dept of Housing
and Urban Development.
or smaller communities in Texas, which are predominately rural in nature, the Texas
Department of Agriculture Administers the non-entitlement allocation of CDBG
funds.
For reference, cities with populations under 50K and counties with a nonmetropolitan population under 200K are eligible for our program.
Texas receives the largest non-entitlement CDBG allocation in the nation and our
program serves over 850 cities and 244 counties.
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The non-entitlement annual allocation is then broken down into a variety of fund
categories – while DRP/MS, SMRF, RE/Infra all fall under the Texas Capital Fund
umbrella, today we’ll focus on the TCF Infrastructure and Real Estate program.
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Every CDBG project must meet at least one National Program Objective designated
by HUD – these are:
- The benefit to low- to moderate income persons
- Elimination of Slum and blighted conditions
- Urgent Need
Within the TCF Umbrella, the INFRA/RE programs NPO by ensuring that job
creation activity primarily benefits low to moderate income persons.
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The TCF Infrastructure and RE programs, along with SMRF expand economic
opportunities that create or retain jobs, principally for low to moderate income
persons.
Main Street-DRP, focuses on revitalization efforts to foster and stimulate economic
development in rural downtown areas.

TCF monies are to reimburse a community for eligible expenditures, rather than
be advance payments.
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The TCF program provides resources for an eligible applicant to support a specific
business in creating and/or retaining jobs in the community.
When the Infrastructure program is used for public infrastructure, the funds are
awarded as a grant. When utilized to fund private infrastructure improvements, TCF
funds are awarded through a maximum 20 year 0% interest loan.
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These activities must be the minimum necessary for a benefitting business to create
or retain jobs.
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The Real Estate program also provides resources for an eligible applicant to support
a specific business in creating and/or retaining jobs in the community.

The TCF Real Estate Program allows applicants to purchase and/or renovate
an existing building, new building construction or land acquisition. Real
estate improvements are intended to be owned by the applicant community
and leased to the interested business, and requires full repayment.
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And remember, these activities must be the directly related to the benefitting
business’s job creation/retention activities.
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Communities submitting an application for TCF funding that intend to use a thirdparty Grant Administrator must solicit and select service provider through elected
body action prior to the Grant Administrator preparing the grant application.
Additionally, the amount of grant funds requested will determine the maximum
allowable administration amount and the method in which these services should be
procured. For applications seeking grant fund amounts $750k or less, the
streamlined process, outlined on the Professional Administrative Services page of
the TxCDBG website, should be used. For awards greater than $750K, the
traditional method described in Chapter 5 of the TxCDBG implementation manual
should be used.
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Before we move into discussing program requirements, the 2019 TCF guidance has
been updated in the following areas. We’ll discuss many of these in greater detail,
however the 2019 app guide is currently posted on The website and includes
annotations that identify and provide a brief explanation of policy changes, scoring
modifications, and more.
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Texas Capital Fund program is now available on a quarterly basis. Quarterly rounds
will provide a larger pool of high quality applications to be considered for funding.
It is the intent of the RE/Infra program for rural communities to partner with
businesses interested in improvement of the community through job creation
activities. Historically, businesses with a short and inflexible timeline are not a good
fit for the program. Quarterly rounds streamline the application review and
subsequent award process, ideally shortening the time between application
submittal and award.
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The amount of grant funds an applicant can request through the TCF program is
dependent upon the number of jobs the benefitting business commits to creating
and/or retaining at the project site described in the application.
And again, these jobs must principally benefit LMI persons. Jobs that are eligible
for consideration are permanent, full time or full-time equivalent positions, and are
expected to be stable, sustained employment opportunities.
Jobs that are ineligible include:
Seasonal jobs
Contract jobs
Unfilled/vacant positions
Jobs created prior to the award
Jobs created at other business locations
Held by principals of the business
And most importantly, job creation/retention must be a direct result of the TCF
activities.
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Job creation/retention activities are documented by providing a job commitment
letter from the benefitting business. This letter should include the number of jobs,
full or part time status, type of job, salary, and ensure at least 51% of positions will
benefit LMI persons.
In the event of a failure to create the LMI jobs specified in the contract, TxCDBG
funds must be repaid to TDA on a per job (not created/retained) basis. Furthermore,
it is the responsibility of the business to reimburse the community for repayment of
funds based on a failure to meet contractual obligations, per the CompanyContractor agreement.
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Equity Requirement for New Businesses: businesses that have been in operation for
less than three years are required to demonstrate available equity and must
document equity at least 5% of the total project cost. Equity must consist of cash or
cash AND equity in fixed assets.
– this requirement has been included in an effort to ensure project feasibility. These
details are regularly requested by TDA during application review; this rule change
aims to expedite the review process by collecting this information at the time of
submission.
- Additional information regarding this requirement is listed in the application
guidance.
Underwriting review page has been updated and expanded in this year’s application.
The underwriting review should be completed by a local finance/economic
professional that is knowledable in business lending. The underwriting page cannot
be completed by the application preparer or authorized signatory.
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Leveraged funds from other sources (commonly referred to as match commitment)
are a component of application eligibility. TxCDBG funds must be matched dollar
for dollar for applications requesting $750K or less. For applications requesting
amounts above $750K, TxCDBG funds must be matched at a 2:1 ratio.
It should be noted, match funds are valid only if committed for activities proposed
for funding with TxCDBG and the match funds will be used for activities that are
directly related to supporting the proposed activities for TxCDBG funding.
Regarding ineligible match sources, TDA is no longer accepting equity value of
fixed assets as a source for leveraged funds. Previous TCF contract performance
indicates documenting equity has been a prevalent reason for disallowed costs. So
as we’ll touch on later in the presentation, scoring criteria has been modified to
alleviate the burden on applicants to commit significant match contributions in an
attempt to score competitively.
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Applications are received by TDA, scored, and ranked from highest to lowest. Then,
they are reviewed for eligibility and completeness.
Once awarded, grant recipients have a 3 year contract period to complete the
project.
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Listed are the scoring criteria for RE/Infra projects. As you’ll note, a couple of
metrics have changed. Job impact and Return on Investment have been removed,
and “readiness to proceed” scoring criteria regarding the CCA and ERR have been
included.
In addition to the application score, all applicants are reviewed for past contract
performance including, but not limited to: monitoring reports, unresolvable
findings and program compliance
Failure to submit all back up documentation to support scoring will result in the loss
of points under each scoring criteria for which documentation was not provided.
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Points for this scoring criteria are awarded by comparing applicant’s quarterly
county unemployment rate to the state unemployment rate for the same time period.
This information is generated by the Texas Workforce Commission and can be
found on the Texas Labor Market Information TRACER website.
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For this metric, points are awarded by dividing the proposed number of jobs created
by the sum of all proposed job activity (which is, the number of jobs created AND
retained). The data for this scoring criteria is supported by a copy of the Company’s
job commitment letter.
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Next, points are awarded for wage impact by taking the business’s median weekly
wage commitment, for all jobs proposed to be created and retained, and divide by
the applicant’s most recent county, quarterly, private sector average for weekly
wage.
This information is generated by the Texas Workforce Commission and can be
found on the Texas Labor Market Information TRACER website. For instructions
on locating this information, please page 34 of the application guidance.
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Preferred and Primary Jobs points are awarded if the business’s NAICS code falls
into the following categories.
NAICS numbers are reported on the business Texas Workforce Commission
Quarterly Contribution Report (form C3), IRS business tax return, documentation
from Texas Comptroller, or other documentation outlined in the application
guidance.
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Cost per job is awarded by calculating the maximum allowable cost-per-job for job
creation and retention activity compared to the actual amount of TCF funds
requested.
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This new scoring metric awards points to applicants that have a fully executed CCA
in place prior to the application submission. CCA can include an “if funded” clause
and additional instructions are included in final appendix of the app guide.
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Both new scoring metrics incentivize proactive steps taken by applicant
communities. Early completion of these milestones demonstrates a project’s
readiness to proceed.
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In addition to submitting a complete application, it is important to ensure all
information is accurate and necessary documentation is included.
Application deficiencies often result in loss of points
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Applications submitted MUST be complete and, at a minimum, should include the
following to be considered complete.
424 Form with original signature from authorized representative
All application forms, fully completed
Passed/Adopted local government resolution authorizing the submission of the
application
Evidence of CDBG Citizen Participation Plan
Legible, quality maps
Annual Audit for fiscal year 2017 or later
Documentation of active SAMs Registration for the applicant (not consultant)
These items must be originally included in the application and cannot be accepted
after the deadline.
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Additionally, a complete application will include the following attachments:
Supporting documentation for scoring
- Area maps, project maps, and flood plain maps
- Job commitment letter from the business
- Most recent payroll of benefitting business
- Resolution from local City Council authorizing the submission of the application
- Documentation of all financial resources committed in the application for
“matching funds” – this is very important
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